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Abstract

Smart space applications consist out of several agents interacting with each other. Their operation form an ubiquitous environment assisting actions of the user. There could possibly be several applications running at the same time supporting different human activities. In this paper we address the issues of identification of meaningful event, context information gathering and visualization with the use of a developed tool. The application allows to display the current or recorded context information using the time line visualization approach.

Index Terms: Context Capturing, Event Capturing, Smart Space, Smart-M3.

I. INTRODUCTION

Smart space is a paradigm for developing applications in accordance with ubiquitous computing approach. The paradigm incorporates knowledge and spatial approaches [1] for implementing the next generation of user-centric applications. Smart spaces are usually attached to a specific location and allow to exchange information between applications and devices in the area, so they could cooperate for better user living or work operation. Future smart space applications shall be proactive and be able to act on behalf of a user to minimize involvement of human intelligence in all stages of service provision chain. The key enabler for that is efficient capturing and use of the context information.

The Smart-M3 platform [2] is the information sharing platform, which provides services to create smart space applications. The platform implements the idea of the local data storage of semantic web information [3]. The core of the platform is the semantic information broker (SIB), which provides services for data storage and modification. The information in SIB is stored in the form of RDF triples. The applications implemented on top of the platform consist out of several agents running on a suite of devices including embedded and mobile platforms. The agents can query, modify and subscribe to the data changes in the RDF store.

A set of information, which KPs of a smart space application use during operation, is usually defined by the ontology or a set of linked ontologies, but it he is not required to do so [4]. There is no common standard for description of agent operation, so each architect must design own description for interaction. This brings the problem of detecting end user identified events, because there is a variety of approaches for inter-agent communication. Also it is hard to determine the context of the event as arbitrary information could be used to describe the event.

In this paper we propose an approach for the event definition for smart space applications and the corresponding context data specification. Also the architecture for context information capturing application is given. Such application allows to view the current events and readings from the plain sensors placed in smart environments.

The paper is structured as following. In Section II the description of previous studies in current field is given. Section III defines the event description ontology and provides an
example of ontology usage. In Section IV the description of context capturing application is given. Section V summarises the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

One of the base information sources for context data is sensor readings. There are special tools for recording and playback of all gathered readings from the sensors. PyViz project [5] is devoted to capturing and playing back the sensor readings done in a smart house-like environment. The users need to create the structure of the house inside the application, place sensor visualizations on corresponding places and link them with data sources. Cheun at el. [6] propose a special framework for capturing mobile context of the user. The mobile context is generated using sensor inputs available for the mobile phone, e.g. accelerometer, absolute position of the person, light sensors and so on. The visualization application, implemented as a web service, allows browsing the sensing history of the single person or a group, or some extrapolation for a period of time. The approach presented in these works should help to capture useful information about end users for the future context-aware services. Though providing a lot of context information, such approach requires user to manually associate raw data with substantial events.

In our previous work we have created a system for capturing event information in the form of mind map on top of open source mind map editor HiveMind [7]. The main idea behind the aggregate information from the smart space into the hierarchical representation in the form of the mind map. Such structure allows to see the correlation of recorded events and their context. The context is defined as the data trees, which are formed from neighbour nodes and their child nodes. Though being descriptive such formation becomes bloated with the collected data and it is harder for user to perceive the information. Another disadvantage of such scheme as it hard to present the sequence of events without the introduction of additional nodes to the map, which take additional space on the view.

III. EVENT DESCRIPTION FOR SMART SPACE APPLICATIONS

The Smart-M3 platform supports specifying the behaviour of agents, but there is no common approach to do it. In order to implement event and context capturing system we needed a way to specify the behaviour of the arbitrary application build on top of the platform. So, we decided to provide the description of events based on the information, which this application manages.

A. Description Requirements

The descriptive information of the event could possibly be relevant for a wide class of applications, therefore it is desirable to provide this information along with the application data. So we decided to give the description in the form of RDF triples and develop the corresponding ontology. The requirements for the ontology were formulated on top of Event [8] and TimeLine [9] ontologies.

Event ontology should describe the following information:

- Different event types:
  - State change events, e.g., by capturing corresponding event, the system changes the state. Such events can also be named as long events.
  - Notification events. They do not change the state of the system, but indicate that an event took place.
• Parent-child relationship for events, event hierarchy. Mainly interesting for state change events.
• The descriptive information of the event, e.g., which target ontology entities contain information.
• Event triggers: the triple, the modification type (addition, removal, update), check expression.
• The visualization template for the event, not all available information can be used. There could be two templates: the brief overview and the full description.

B. Ontological Model

The structure of the ontology is presented in Fig. 1

The EventTypeGroup class is the aggregative entity for all events that smart space application generates. This entity is required as there could possibly be several applications running at the same time and it would be harder to sense the context of the event if they come from different sources into a common visualization space. So each application should declare it’s own EventTypeGroup entity.

There is a set of EventType entities, which correspond to each EventTypeGroup entity. The EventType class is a meta-class, which forms the hierarchy of events and should not be used directly. There are two derived classes: IntervalEvntType and IntentEventType. Entities of the first one should be used to describe the state change events, the second one are notification events. They differ in the number of triggers required to register the event. The notification event requires only one trigger and state change event demands two triggers, which indicate the beginning of the event and the end. If there is a set of internal states for the smart space application, then IntervalEventType could be nested.
The EventTrigger class is used to describe the pattern for information modification in the smart space that should notify the change in the event space of smart application. It describes the triple pattern and expected operation on top of that triple. There were depicted five distinct operation types. It is also possible to provide an additional check expression, which could filter out false triggers. There is no concrete description for the expression and it left as an implementation detail for event gathering system. In our system we will use python expressions to check trigger.

The context information about an event should be gathered on top of the queries defined by EventDescriptionQuery entities. Potentially all information in the smart space could be used for the event description, but it would not be resource-efficient to gather all information from the space. The queries could be nested, therefore it is possible to get complex data. There is a variety of query languages that could be used to retrieve data. The Smart-M3 platform supports plain triples queries and SPARQL query language. Each could be used to query data. Retrieved data could be filtered-out if it is not supported by query language.

Last element of the ontology EventVisualization allows to define the visualization of gathered information. We presume the use of HTML language to present information to end-user, so properties of EventVisualization entities contain an HTML template. There are supported two kinds of information views short one and full. First could be used if there is a lot of events to display and not enough visualization space available.

C. Example: Events in Smart Conference System

The Smart Conference System [10] is an intelligent system that assist the conference process. It consists out of whiteboard KP, which maintains the schedule, projector KP, which displays the slides of the presenter, and end-user KP, which allows to see all information on ones mobile device and control presentation flow. In fig. 2 the part of the event description for Smart Conference System is presented.

![Fig. 2. Part of Smart Conference System event description](image-url)

There is the description for one interval event, which describes the presentation. The event
begins when whiteboard KP changes the triple (‘TS’, ‘is’, timeSlot). The end of event denotes the modification of the previous triple to (‘TS’, ‘is’, ‘over’). Event is described with the series of the triple-based queries, which retrieve information about time slot, presenter and presentation. The visualization templates are provided, but omitted in the figure.

IV. EVENT RECORDING APPLICATION

In current section the description of event recording and visualization application for smart space environments is given. The application is designed to capture event information from an arbitrary Smart-M3 application.

A. Event Sources

There are two main classes of event sources in smart environments created using the smart space approach, which differ by the source of origin. The first class consists of events generated by smart space applications during their work. The second class is constituted by the readings of standalone sensors or sensor networks. Key characteristics of each event type are presented further.

Smart space based events are defined as following:

- Event is some slice of information from the smart space at arbitrary time. In common case it is the information about the entity and linked entities, which describe perceived event in the real world.
- Event trigger is the modification of the triple in a smart space, satisfying predefined condition. For now, the addition, removal, modification operations are depicted. The check condition can be defined in an arbitrary way.

Sensor readings are described by the following information:
- Concrete location, where readings are taken;
- Type of the readings;
- Minimum and maximum values of readings
- Current value of the readings.

B. Application life cycle: the order of initialization and data collection

The application could operate as an interactive event logger and event review application. During the event capturing phase, the application consumes information and visualizes it in real time. During the log review phase user can see the recorded events. The additional information can be retrieved by clicking on a component visualization.

When the application connects to the smart space, it searches for event descriptions, which are done according to event description ontology. Then it subscribes for specified event triggers. When such trigger fires, the application initiates a series of queries to gather event description data. The captured event is further visualized for the end user.

There could possibly be several smart applications using distinct ontologies in one smart space. For each smart application the entities of Event Description ontology, describing the events and their triggers, are supplied. It is assumed, that only events, which are descriptive and important for the end-user are depicted by Event Description ontology.

There could be several ways to obtain sensor readings. Specialized message passing protocols could be used to transmit information from sensors or they could be delivered through the smart space. In current implementation, the direct communication with the provided sensor will be used.
C. Applied visualization techniques

One of the issues of context data gathering applications is the visualization of the collected information. In previous work we used the mind map representation, which worked well for small amount of information, but proved to be less useful for long-term data collection. In [11] and [12] authors show the approach to visualize timed and hierarchical data on the time line. We decided to use such approach to present information in our application. The sketch of the interface is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. The sketch of application main window](image)

The visualization space of the application is split into multiple non-overlapping lines. Each line refers to either events from a smart space application or readings from a sensor in smart environment. On the bottom of the visualization space the time scale is presented. Readings from sensors are presented in the form of value graph. Sensor lines also contain the scale ranging from the minimum value to the maximum value of captured data.

Smart space events are presented as the filled rectangles, containing one or several lines from short description of event. The beginning of the instant event view corresponds with the time, when event was registered. The width of the rectangle is set in accordance with event description. The beginning and the ending of interval event view is set according to corresponding event time capturing. User may see the full information about event by clicking on it.

V. Conclusion

In current paper we presented an approach to describe events in the smart space environments. The developed ontology could be used to gather meaningful context information about noticeable events. Such approach was used to design the system for context information gathering. The application is planned to be implemented and tested as a part of smart space services on FRUCT 12 conference.

The use of ontology is not restricted to data collection, but could be used as an assessment for smart space application integration, as it provides additional operational description to ontological data description. Another point of application could be the base of information collection for different context reasoning techniques, because of preliminary notation of important moments in application operations.
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